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Hulk of the Wayward Warrior

Githellion Ath’ulwei
Dire Avenger Exarch

Power Limit: 2
Confrontation

During the Prepare for Battle step,
you may choose to lose 1 Life to roll
1 additional die. You may not use this
ability if your Life is at 1.
If you are vanquished, you may
immediately claim 1 enemy Threat
card on your space as a trophy.

Eversor Assassin

m
ssinoru
Officio Assa

Special Game Rules

Each time a player spends trophies
(except those from Nemesis decks),
he may choose to place any, all, or
none of them on this scenario sheet,
forming a single scenario deck, instead
of discarding them to their respective
discard piles.

Choose a character in your
area. That character discards
1 Corruption card (if he has any)
and loses 1 Life.

Each trophy you have is also an asset.

Asset Limit: 6

4 Scenario Sheets

If you win a battle against a
character, he must discard
1 Corruption card.

If you are vanquished, you do not have
to discard your trophies.

Strength: 4

Willpower: 1

Starting Space: Outskirts
Cunning: 4

Nemesis Icon

All of the cards and sheets in this expansion are
marked with the Nemesis expansion icon to
distinguish the components from those in the
base game and other expansions.

Bounty: Draw 1 Power card.

Life: 5

2 Character Sheets

2 Nemesis Boards
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At the start of your Movement
phase, you may move to any
Webway Portal space or any other
space containing a Forgotten
Portal card. Then, resolve your
Movement phase normally.

Special Abilities

Shuffle the scenario deck and draw 4 Threat
cards from that deck plus 1 additional
Threat card for each of your character
tokens on this sheet. Then, place the
drawn cards on this sheet and initiate a
battle against each card drawn, combining
enemies that have the same attribute as
normal. Treat all abilities on enemy Threat
cards in the scenario deck as blank.
After the battle(s), if there are no Threat
cards remaining on this space, place
one of your character tokens on this
sheet. Otherwise, place any Threat cards
remaining on the space back on top of the
scenario deck.
If 3 of your character tokens are on this
sheet, you win the game!

Special Abilities
Gain 2 infamy each time a
character discards 1 or more
Corruption cards.

Starting Space: Eldar Falcon Squadron
Cunning: 4

Life: 4

4 Nemesis Sheets

6 Floating Dials

20 Character Tokens

2 Character Boards and
Plastic Level Pegs

20 Nemesis Tokens

Dial Assembly

Before playing Relic: Nemesis for the first time, carefully
punch the cardboard pieces out of their frames and attach
all dials to their character or nemesis boards by matching
the letters on the dials to the letters on the boards—the
matching letters must face each other. Push one half of
a plastic connector pair through either the character or
nemesis board and the other half through the dial. Then,
push the halves together until they fit tightly.
Affix the dials in the correct locations as shown in the diagram
and as indicated by the letters. Do not remove the dials after
they are attached to the character or nemesis boards.

In the Wake of the Rift
Chaos has engulfed the far-flung Antian Sector. In its centre,
the great Warp Rift pulses like a raw wound, drawing the dark
attentions of powerful new foes, dreadful beings who even now circle
the sector like predators stalking an injured beast of prey.
The brutal reaver Moarn Goreheart carves a bloody swathe across
the stars, collecting skulls for his brutal god. Tyranid infestations
spring from seemingly nowhere—are they isolated spores or the
spearhead of an invasion? The Eldar, too, have been galvanized by
a new warlord, a prodigal son who has returned to wage a lightning
war against anyone and everyone that stands in his way. And in the
shadows, an ancient daemon weaves her cunning schemes...
Desperate to defend the Imperium’s tenuous foothold, certain highlyranked agents have sought salvation in proscribed technology,
turning the weapons of the enemy against their creators. While the
potency of these items cannot be denied, it has caused a great schism
in the Imperium, for its more puritanical agents openly denounce
such practices as heresy, and do everything in their power to thwart
the iconoclasts.

There are six floating dials (letters
A through F) that are attached to
a bushing instead of a character
or nemesis board. Again, players
assemble these dials using plastic
connector pairs by combining
dials and bushings that contain
matching letters, making sure
matching letters face each other.

In this time of strife, can a divided Imperium survive against so
many foes—or will the sector run red with the blood of the faithful
while the great works of mankind burn?

The floating dials, (letters A through F) are interchangeable
and players attach them to their nemesis board as
described in the setup section for the “Enemies of the
Imperium” game mode on page 6.
The bushings attached to the floating dials may wear over
time, causing a looser fit when attached to the nemesis
boards. As such, there are several spare bushings that
do not have letters; players can use these bushings as
replacements if necessary.
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Introduction
The Relic: Nemesis expansion contains character boards,
character bases, and character tokens to allow up to six players to
play Relic. It also includes new Threat cards, Wargear cards, and
Relic cards as well as character and scenario sheets that players
can use to enrich their game experience. Some of the new wargear
and relics convert players into apostates, making them susceptible
to skill duels from other players.
Additionally, this expansion introduces the “Enemies of the
Imperium” game mode which allows one or more players to
assume the role of a nemesis instead of a character. As a nemesis,
a player works against all other players and attempts to gain
infamy in order to thwart the Imperium’s efforts.

Using This Expansion
To use this expansion, players shuffle all Wargear, Relic, and
Threat cards into the respective decks from the base game. Then,
players mix all character and scenario sheets together with the
corresponding sheets from the base game; these characters and
scenarios can be chosen during setup like any other character or
scenario. All other components, which include nemesis boards,
nemesis tokens, nemesis sheets, Nemesis cards, and Imperium
cards, are only used when playing the “Enemies of the Imperium”
game mode described on page 5.
To setup a game of Relic: Nemesis, players follow the setup
instruction on page 4 of the Relic base-game rulebook.

Character Rules
This section contains new character rules.

Apostates

During a game of Relic: Nemesis, each character is either an
apostate or a devotee. A character begins the game as
a devotee; however, he can become an apostate by acquiring
an asset that contains the “Apostate” trait. Players can identify
apostate cards by their yellow-green hue.
During his turn, the active player may choose to engage in a skill
duel against any apostate on his space (see “Skill Duels” below).

Skill Duels

If the active player ends his Movement phase on the same space
as one or more apostates, he may initiate a skill duel against
one apostate of his choice instead of resolving his Exploration
phase normally. Then, instead of resolving his Engagement phase
normally, the active player resolves a skill duel. After resolving
a skill duel, the active player proceeds to his Experience phase.
When resolving a skill duel, the active player is the challenger
and the targeted apostate is the defender. During a skill
duel, the challenger can be either an apostate or a devotee. The
defender must be an apostate.
A player cannot initiate a skill duel in the Inner tier.
If a character does not initiate a skill duel, he resolves both his
Exploration and Engagement phases following the rules described
in the Relic base-game rulebook.
To resolve a skill duel, a player follows these steps:

Five- or Six-Player Games

Relic: Nemesis includes additional plastic character bases,
plastic level pegs, character boards, and character tokens
in two new colours (red and black). Players can use these
components to play games of Relic with five or six players.
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1. Determine Challenge Form: The challenger chooses an
attribute; this is the attribute that both characters test. The
chosen attribute determines the consequences when the duel
is finished (see the “Apply Consequences” step on page 5).
2. Set the Challenge Value: The challenger sets the challenge
value by making a skill roll of the chosen form with a target
number of 2. To make a skill roll, the player uses the identical
rules for resolving skill rolls as described in the Relic basegame rulebook. If the challenger passes the skill test, the
challenge value is equal to the result of the skill roll including
all modifiers. If the challenger fails the test, the skill duel
immediately ends and the challenger proceeds to step 6.

3. Make Defender Skill Roll: The defender performs a skill test of
the chosen form with the previously established challenge value
as the target number. If the defender passes, he is the winner of
the skill duel. If he fails, the challenger is the winner.
4. Apply Consequences: Players apply one of the following
consequences as determined by the challenge form:
–– Strength: The loser loses 2 Life.
–– Cunning: The winner may steal 1 of the loser’s assets
(except relics). If a player steals an asset that contains
charge tokens, all charge tokens on that card also transfer.
–– Willpower: The winner looks at the loser’s hand of
Power cards and chooses to take either 1 of those cards
or 3 influence from the loser.
5. Steal Apostate Asset: If desired, the winner may also steal one
of the loser’s apostate assets (except relics).
6. Proceed to the Experience Phase: The active player proceeds
to the Experience phase.
Example: The Commissar initiates a Strength skill duel against the
Rogue Trader who has an apostate asset. The Commissar’s Strength
is 6. The Commissar also has the Renegade Ogryn as an ally asset,
adding 3 to his score. Then, he rolls a die which produces a result.
The Commissar passes the skill test with a skill score of 11 (6 + 3 + 2).
The Rogue Trader must test Strength 11 (the Commissar’s skill
score). The Rogue Trader’s Strength is 3, and he has the Reverent
Fist relic which provides a skill bonus of 4. Then, the defender
chooses to substitute a “4” Power card for his skill roll. The Rogue
Trader’s skill score is 11 (3 + 4 + 4). Since the defender has matched
the required score, he wins the skill duel. The Commissar loses 2 Life
(the consequences of a Strength skill duel), but has no apostate asset,
so there is nothing for the Rogue Trader to steal.

Enemies of the Imperium
The “Enemies of the Imperium” game mode allows up to two
players to assume the role of a nemesis instead of a character.
Each nemesis is a deadly threat to the Imperium’s foothold in
the Antian Sector. As a nemesis, a player works to gain infamy
by interacting with characters and resolving engagements. With
enough infamy, a nemesis can win the game and thwart the
Imperium’s attempt to resolve the scenario confrontation.
Note: When using either the “Dark Alliance” or the “Shoulder to
Shoulder” scenario sheet, players must use the “Enemies of the
Imperium” game mode.
To set up a game of Relic using the “Enemies of the Imperium” game
mode, see “General Setup” below and “Nemesis Setup” on page 6.

General Setup

If players wish to use the “Enemies of the Imperium” game mode,
they follow the setup instructions in this section instead of those
found in the Relic base-game rulebook.
All players begin by resolving the following two steps:
1. Place Game Board and Choose Scenario: Players follow steps
1 and 2 of the setup instructions presented in the Relic basegame rulebook.
2. Determine Nemesis: There is one nemesis for a three- to fourplayer game and two nemeses for a five- to six-player game
(unless specified otherwise on the chosen scenario sheet).
Each player declares if he wishes to control a nemesis or a
character. If more players than the allowed number wish to
control a nemesis, the willing players randomly determine
who among them will be a nemesis.
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Nemesis Setup

After players have determined which players will play as
characters and which players will play as nemeses, characters
follow steps 3 through 12 of the setup instructions presented in
the Relic base-game rulebook while nemeses simultaneously
resolve the following steps:
1. Choose Nemesis: Shuffle the nemesis sheets facedown and
deal two to each nemesis player. Each nemesis player looks
at his nemesis sheets and chooses one. Return all unused
nemesis sheets to the game box. After each player has chosen
his nemesis, each player reveals his nemesis sheet and takes
the corresponding plastic nemesis piece and places it in his
play area.

Floating Dials

To attach a floating a dial to a nemesis board, insert the
bushing into the nemesis board. Attach a red dial for a
nemesis with a Strength attribute, a blue dial for a nemesis
with a Willpower attribute, and a Yellow dial for a nemesis
with a Cunning attribute.

Note: Nemeses are revealed at the same time as characters
(see step 5 of Setup in the Relic base-game rulebook).
2. Choose Player Colour: Each nemesis player chooses one of
the two nemesis colours (black or red) and takes the nemesis
board, plastic character base, nemesis tokens, and plastic level
peg corresponding to the colour he chose and places them in
his play area.
3. Prepare Nemesis Deck: Each nemesis player takes the
Nemesis deck corresponding to his nemesis, shuffles it, and
places it in his play area to the left of his nemesis board,
leaving room for its discard pile directly above it.
4. Place Plastic Nemesis Pieces: Each nemesis player attaches
his plastic nemesis piece to his plastic character base and
places it on the starting space of the game board printed on
his nemesis sheet.
5. Prepare Nemesis Board: Each player slides the top of his
nemesis sheet into his nemesis board and inserts his plastic
level peg into the slot on the level track above the word
“Start.” Additionally, each player attaches one floating dial
with a color that matches his nemesis’ attribute—red for
Strength, blue for Willpower, and yellow for Cunning (see
“Floating Dials” diagram in the adjacent column).
6. Set Starting Attribute, Life, and Infamy: Each nemesis player
adjusts his attribute and Life dials to match the starting values
printed on the bottom of his nemesis sheet. He also adjusts
his infamy dial to “0.”
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The Nemesis

The nemesis is a dedicated foe of the Imperium and, like a
character, is controlled by a player. However, for the purposes of
rules, game interactions, and card text, a nemesis is not a player.
That is, each time a game component refers to a “player”, it is
referencing either a character or the player controlling a character,
never a nemesis. Furthermore, a nemesis is not an enemy. When
game components and game interactions reference “enemies”,
they are never referring to nemeses.
Example: Zach, playing as the Ratling Sniper, acquires the “Watch
Your Back” Mission card, which reads “When you acquire this
Mission card, the player to your left must place one of his character
tokens on this card, indicating that he is your target.” Alex, playing
the nemesis Moarn Goreheart, is sitting to his left but is not
considered a player for the purposes of card text. Therefore, Zach
passes over Alex to the next eligible player to his left, Jason, who is
playing the Canoness. Jason places one of his character tokens on
Zach’s “Watch Your Back” Mission card.
Example: Alex, playing Moarn Goreheart, lands on the same space as
Jason’s character, the Callidus Assassin. While Jason would prefer to
avoid a fight with the fearsome berserker, Moarn is a nemesis not an
enemy, and therefore the Callidus Assassin’s special ability cannot be
used to evade him.

Nemeses and characters are unique entities; however, they have
some similarities. Each nemesis has an attribute and Life dial and
moves around the game board resolving engagements. However,
a nemesis does not interact with the game board’s text boxes or
resolve Threat cards. Rather, a nemesis uses unique cards from
either the Imperium deck or its unique Nemesis deck to progress
through the game to gain infamy.

Attributes and Life

Unlike characters, each nemesis has only one of three attributes:
Strength, Willpower, or Cunning. Each nemesis also has a starting
Life value. The rules governing how nemeses gain and lose
attributes and Life are identical to the rules described in the Relic
base-game rulebook for how characters gain and lose attributes
and Life. When a nemesis’ Life value is reduced to zero, he is
vanquished (see “Vanquished Nemeses” on page 13).

Infamy

A nemesis’ influence in the Antian Sector is represented by its
infamy. Infamy is not an attribute. As such, when rules and card
text reference attributes, they refer only to Strength, Willpower,
and Cunning.

Gaining, Losing, and Spending Infamy

A nemesis can gain infamy. Each time this happens, he adjusts the
infamy dial on his nemesis board by rotating it clockwise by the
specified amount.
A nemesis can lose or spend infamy. Each time this happens,
he adjusts the infamy dial on his nemesis board by rotating it
anticlockwise by the specified amount.
A nemesis’ infamy dial has a minimum value of 0 and maximum
value of 25. Each nemesis begins the game with his infamy dial
at “0.” (unless specified otherwise). If a nemesis’ infamy dial
ever reaches “25,” that nemesis immediately wins the game (see
“Winning the Game” on page 11).
Attribute Dial
Life Dial

Infamy Dial
START

Level Track
Level Rewards

Githellion Ath’ulwei
Dire Avenger Exarch

The Starlight Blade

Nemesis
Discard Pile

Name and Affiliation
Special Abilities
Gain 2 infamy each time a
character discards 1 or more
Corruption cards.
At the start of your Movement
phase, you may move to any
Webway Portal space or any other
space containing a Forgotten
Portal card. Then, resolve your
Movement phase normally.

Arsenal - Weapon

At the start of your Experience
phase, if there are no Corruption
cards in play, gain 1 infamy.

Special Abilities

If you win a battle against a
character, he must discard
1 Corruption card.
Choose a character in your
area. That character discards
1 Corruption card (if he has any)
and loses 1 Life.

Nemesis Deck

Nemesis’ Attribute

Bounty
Starting Space

Bounty: Draw 1 Power card.
Starting Space: Eldar Falcon Squadron
Cunning: 4

Nemesis Sheet, Board, and Cards

Life: 4

Starting Life Value
Starting
Attribute Value
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Imperium and Nemesis Cards
The Imperium deck and Nemesis decks are only used when
playing with the “Enemies of the Imperium” game mode.

Imperium Cards

The Imperium cards represent events, agents, and arsenal that
nemeses can discover during a game. Imperium cards function
similarly to Threat cards found in the base game. A nemesis draws
these cards during his Exploration phase (see “Draw Imperium
Cards” on page 9) and resolves them during his Engagement
phase (see “Resolving Imperium Cards” on page 10).
Title

Type and
Trait

Attribute

Special Timing: At the start of the Engagement phase,
draw 1 additional Imperium card. If the card is an
event, discard it. Otherwise, place it on your space.

Ability

Imperium Card Example

Nemesis Cards

Each nemesis has a unique nemesis deck. Each nemesis deck
contains several kinds of cards. Some cards (asset, encounter,
enemy, and corruption) are similar to those found in the base
game, and a nemesis uses them to interact with characters. Other
cards (arsenal, crisis, and Might) are unique to this expansion and
interact with nemeses as described on page 10.
Cards are always discarded back to the discard pile that
corresponds to the image on their backs, not their fronts. Thus,
whenever a Nemesis card is discarded, it is always discarded back
to that nemesis’ discard pile.
3
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Agent - Imperial Guard
Asset - Ally - Apostate

This card interacts
with characters.

Special Timing: At the start of the Engagement phase,
draw 1 additional Imperium card. If the card is an
event, discard it. Otherwise, place it on your space.

This card interacts
with nemeses.

When encountering spaces, characters never read
horizontal cards, and nemeses never read vertical cards,
including those from the base game.

Agent - Imperial Guard

ain
Purestr aler
Geneste

Outcast Chirurgeon

At the start of each of
your turns, you may roll 1
die and consult the list to
determine this card’s effect.
1–2) Draw 1 Corruption card.
3–6) Gain 1 Life.
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Imperial Guardsman

Card Orientation

The orientation of each card in Relic is either vertical or
horizontal. Cards that specifically interact with characters
are oriented vertically, similar to all cards in the base game.
Cards that specifically interact with nemeses are oriented
horizontally.
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The Nemesis Turn
When playing the “Enemies of the Imperium” game mode, each
character takes a turn in clockwise order as normal. Then, after
each character has taken his turn, each nemesis takes his turn in
clockwise order. To aid players in remembering the turn order,
it is recommended that nemesis players sit next to each other.
Turns proceed in this manner until the game is over. The active
nemesis is the nemesis currently taking a turn.
During his turn, an active nemesis performs the following four
phases in order:
1. Movement Phase: The active nemesis rolls one die and moves
his nemesis piece clockwise or anticlockwise around the game
board the exact number of spaces equal to the die result,
identical to the movement for characters.
2. Exploration Phase: The active nemesis initiates a battle
against a character, draws one or more Imperium cards, or
draws one card from his Nemesis deck. A nemesis does not
read or interact with any text boxes on the game board.
3. Engagement Phase: The active nemesis resolves a battle
against a character, resolves the Imperium cards on the space
he occupies, or resolves a drawn Nemesis card.
4. Experience Phase: The active nemesis may spend trophies to
gain levels.

Movement Phase

During the Movement phase, the active nemesis must move to a
new space. He cannot remain on his space, even if it contains an
Imperium card.
Outer and Middle Tiers: The rules governing nemesis movement
in the Outer and Middle tiers are identical to the rules described
on page 8 of the Relic base-game rulebook for character
movement. To move between the Outer and Middle tier, see
“Entering and Exiting the Middle Tier” on page 14.
The Inner Tier: The nemesis cannot enter the Inner tier.

Exploration Phase

During the Exploration phase, if the active nemesis is on a space
with a character, he may choose to initiate a battle with that
character. Otherwise, he must draw either one or more cards from
the Imperium deck or one card from his Nemesis deck.
To resolve the Exploration phase, the active nemesis follows
these steps:
1. Check for Character.
2. Draw Cards.

Check for Characters

If the active nemesis is on a space with one or more characters,
he may initiate a battle with one of those characters of his choice.
If he chooses to initiate a battle, he proceeds to his Engagement
phase. Otherwise, he proceeds to the “Draw Cards” step.

Draw Cards

If the active nemesis does not initiate a battle with a character, he
draws either Imperium cards or a Nemesis card.
Draw Imperium Cards
If the active nemesis is on a space containing threat icons or one
or more Imperium cards, he compares the number of threat icons,
ignoring their colour, on the space he occupies with the number
of faceup Imperium cards already on that space. For each threat
icon that exceeds the number of Imperium cards, the active
nemesis draws one card from the Imperium deck and places it
faceup on the space he occupies.
Some abilities can cause a space to contain more Imperium cards
than threat icons. These cards remain in that space until a nemesis
resolves them or until they are affected by another ability.
After the number of Imperium cards on the active nemesis’ space
equals or exceeds the number of threat icons on that space, the
active nemesis proceeds to his Engagement phase.
Example: Luxuria lands on the Vaulgast Spire space, which contains
two Threat icons. It already contains two yellow Threat cards, but
no Imperium cards. Luxuria draws two cards from the Imperium
deck, placing an Ultramarines Bike and the Death Riders of Krieg
on the Vaulgast Spire space.
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Draw a Nemesis Card
If the active nemesis occupies a space without faceup Imperium
cards and without threat icons (likely a space with a text box),
he draws one Nemesis card from his Nemesis deck. He looks
at his Nemesis card without revealing it and proceeds to his
Engagement phase.

After resolving these steps, the active nemesis proceeds to his
Experience phase. If a situation arises in which the active nemesis
draws Imperium cards during his Exploration phase yet occupies
a space without any Imperium cards during his Engagement
phase, he immediately proceeds to his Experience phase.

Example: Specimen X lands on the Ultramar Emissary space, which
contains a Purestrain Genestealer Threat card and the Rogue Trader
character, but no Imperium cards. Specimen X chooses not to battle
the Rogue Trader. Since there are no threat icons in his space,
Specimen X draws one card from his Nemesis deck and proceeds to
the Engagement phase.

If the active nemesis drew Nemesis cards during the Exploration
phase, he must now resolve them. The different types of Nemesis
cards are described in the following sections.

Engagement Phase

During the Engagement phase, the active nemesis must
participate in a battle with a character on his space, resolve any
Imperium cards on his space, or resolve the Nemesis card he drew
during his Exploration phase.

Resolving Battles Against Characters

If the active nemesis chose to resolve a battle during his
Exploration phase, he must resolve a battle following the steps
described on page 12. After resolving a battle, the active
nemesis proceeds to his Experience phase.

Resolving Imperium Cards

If the active nemesis is not resolving a battle against a character
and is on a space containing one or more Imperium cards,
he must resolve them. The order in which a nemesis resolves
Imperium cards is determined by the card’s type (event, agent, or
arsenal) following these steps:
1. Resolve Events: The active nemesis resolves the abilities of all
Imperium cards in his space that have the event trait. After
resolving an event, it is discarded. If there are multiple events on
his space, he resolves them one at a time in any order he chooses.
2. Battle Agents: The active nemesis must participate in a battle
with each agent on his space (see “Nemesis Battles” on page
12) before proceeding to the next step. If a nemesis loses a
battle, his Engagement phase ends immediately and he cannot
resolve other Imperium cards.
3. Acquire Arsenal: The active nemesis takes all arsenal cards on
his space and places them faceup in his play area. A nemesis
can only use arsenal card abilities if the card is in his play area.
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Resolving Nemesis Cards

Cards that Interact with Characters
Cards that interact with characters are oriented vertically (see
“Card Orientation” on page 8). Each vertical Nemesis card
mimics a card type from the Relic base game (asset, encounter,
enemy, or corruption) and interacts with a character. These
vertical cards contain nemesis text presented in bold that
instructs the nemesis how to resolve the card during his
Engagement phase.
Nemesis Text
Purestrain
Genestealer

3

Enemy - Tyranid

Place this card on your space.
This enemy adds 1 to its
battle score for each other
Tyranid on its space.

Enemy Card

Arresting Beauty

1

Choose a character with
3 or fewer Corruption
cards. That character
receives this card as if they
had just drawn it from
the Corruption deck.
You may spend 1 influence
to evade any enemy.

Corruption Card

Throne of Blood

Encounter - Place

Place this card on any space
with a threat icon in your tier.
You may immediately spend
1 trophy to gain 1 level. If you
do so, Moarn gains 2 infamy.

Encounter Card

During his Engagement phase, the active nemesis reads the
nemesis text on the Nemesis card he drew and follows the
instructions. A nemesis only reads and resolves the nemesis
text on a card once, and only during the Engagement phase
that follows the Exploration phase in which he drew the card.
If a nemesis places a Nemesis card on the game board, neither
characters nor nemeses can resolve the nemesis text again. After a
nemesis resolves the nemesis text, these cards function identically
to the card type they represent from the base game.

Cards that Interact with Nemeses
Cards that interact with nemeses are oriented horizontally (see “Card
Orientation” page 8). When the active nemesis draws a horizontal
Nemesis card, he resolves or acquires it according to its type:
Crisis: Crisis cards are one-time events that trigger as soon as
the nemesis resolves the card. To resolve a crisis card, the active
nemesis reads the text on the card, follows the instructions, and
then discards the card.
Title

Allure of Slaanesh
Each character may draw
1 Corruption card to gain
1 attribute of their choice.

Ability

“The covetous man is always in want.”
—ancient Terran aphorism

Experience Phase

During the Experience phase, the active nemesis gains levels and
discards any cards he no longer wishes to keep. A nemesis resolves
his experience phase following these steps:
1. Spend Trophies
2. Discard Cards

Spend Trophies

Each time a nemesis wins a battle against an agent, he takes the
agent Imperium card as a trophy (see “Nemesis Battles” on page
12). Each trophy has a trophy point value equal to the agent’s
attribute value. For example, if an agent has an attribute value of 4,
that agent is worth 4 trophy points.
Venerable Dreadnaught

Crisis Card
Might: Might cards function like Power cards but can only be
used by nemeses. To acquire a Might card, the active nemesis
takes the card and adds it to his hand of Might cards. Nemeses
keep their Might cards secret from other characters, revealing
them only when deciding to use them.
Title

Avarice
Play during the
Prepare for Battle step.

Ability

Might
Number

If your opponent in this
battle is a character, add
1 to your battle score for
each influence he has.

Arsenal: Arsenal cards function like asset cards but can only be
used by nemeses. To acquire an arsenal card, the active nemesis
takes the card and places it faceup in his play area. A nemesis can
use the abilities of all arsenal cards in his play area.
The Starlight Blade

Arsenal - Weapon

Ability

At the start of your Experience
phase, if there are no Corruption
cards in play, gain 1 infamy.

Attribute and
Trophy Value

Imperium Card
The active nemesis
may
spend
(discard) trophies during this step
Agent
- Adeptus
Astartes
to gainIf levels.
Forbattle,
every
six choose
trophy
points
you win this
you may
1 space
in anyhe spends during this
tier gains
and discard
agent Imperium
cards on that
space.
step, he
oneall level
(see “Gaining
Nemesis
Levels” on page
Defeating this ancient warrior is crippling to
13). He may spendImperial
any number
of trophies; however, any excess
morale.
trophy points above multiples of six are lost and do not count
toward the cost of his next level.

Discard Cards

There is no limit to the number of cards the nemesis can have.
However, if a nemesis has any arsenal or Might cards that he
no longer wishes to keep, he may discard them at this time. A
nemesis cannot discard cards outside of his Experience phase
unless a game effect allows him to do so.

Might Card

Title

7

Winning the Game
To win a game, a nemesis must acquire 25
infamy. When a nemesis’ infamy dial reaches
25, he immediately wins the game. For a
character to win the game, he must resolve
the confrontation section of the scenario
card as normal.

Infamy Dial

Type
and Trait

Arsenal Card
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Nemesis Battles
During a nemesis’ turn, he may participate in a battle against
either a character or one or more agents in his space (see
“Exploration Phase” on page 9).
Additionally, if a character ends his Movement phase on a
space containing one or more nemeses, he may resolve a battle
with one of those nemeses of his choice.
To resolve battles with a nemesis, follow these steps:
1. Determine Battle Form: When a nemesis participates in a
battle, the battle form always matches the nemesis’ attribute type.
For example, if a character participates in a battle with a nemesis
that has the Strength (red) attribute, it is a Strength battle.
2. Prepare for Battle (Nemesis): During this step, the nemesis
may declare and apply any battle bonuses used to modify his
battle score. A nemesis may only use one weapon and one
armour during a battle.
3. Roll Battle Die (Nemesis): The nemesis makes a battle roll
by rolling one die. If he has an ability that allows the use of
additional dice, he rolls all dice simultaneously. Any battle
roll that produces a result explodes, allowing him to roll an
additional die. If a nemesis wishes to use an ability to reroll or
change the result of his battle roll, he does so during this step.
4. Prepare for Battle (Character): During this step, the character
may declare and apply any battle bonuses used to modify his
battle score. A nemesis is not an enemy; therefore, assets and
Power cards that reference enemies do not apply to nemeses.
(This step is skipped when battling an agent.)
5. Roll Battle Die (Agent/Character): Follow the appropriate
sub-step (“Agent” or “Character”) as determined by the
nemesis’ opponent for the battle.
a. Agent: The player to the left of the active nemesis makes a
battle roll for the agent by rolling one die. Any battle roll
that produces a result explodes, allowing him to roll
an additional die (see “Exploding Dice” on page 20 of the
Relic base-game rulebook). The player rolling a die for
the agent cannot use any of his character or card abilities
that affect his die rolls.
b. Character: The character makes a battle roll by rolling
one die. If he has an ability that allows the use of
additional dice, he rolls all dice simultaneously. If a
character wishes to use an ability to reroll or change the
result of his battle roll, he does so during this step.
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6. Determine Battle Scores: At the start of this step, any card
abilities that add to the nemesis’ and agent’s/character’s battle
score are resolved. The nemesis then calculates his battle
score by adding his battle roll, attribute value, enemy Threat
card bonus (see “Support Bonuses” on page 14), and any
modifiers that apply. Then, the agent/character calculates his
battle score by adding his battle roll, attribute value, agent
Imperium card bonus (see “Support Bonuses” on page 14),
and any modifiers that apply.
7. Determine Battle Result: There are three possible battle
results. If the agent’s/character’s battle score is higher than
the nemesis’ battle score, the agent/character wins the battle
and the nemesis loses the battle. If the nemesis’ battle score
is higher than the agent’s/character’s battle score, the nemesis
wins the battle and the agent/character loses the battle. If the
battle scores are equal, the battle result is a tie (see “Apply
Consequences” below). During this step, characters and
nemeses resolve any effects triggered by battle results (win,
lose, or tie), excluding those on agent cards.
8. Apply Consequence: Follow the appropriate sub-step
(“Agent” or “Character”) as determined by the nemesis’
opponent for the battle.
a. Agent: If the active nemesis wins the battle, he takes the
agent Imperium card as a trophy and places it faceup in
his play area unless instructed otherwise. Additionally, he
applies any rewards the agents provide for winning. Then,
the active nemesis continues his Engagement phase.
If the active nemesis loses the battle, he loses one Life and
applies any other penalties the agent inflicts for losing.
Then, the active nemesis ends his Engagement phase; if
there are any Imperium cards remaining on the active
nemesis’ space, he cannot resolve them this turn.
If the battle results in a tie, the active nemesis does not
claim a trophy or lose Life; his Engagement phase ends
immediately, and the agent card remains on his space.
b. Character: The loser of the battle loses one Life and
the battle ends. The active nemesis proceeds to the
Experience phase. If the character won the battle, he
collects the bounty presented on the opposing nemesis’
sheet. If the battle results in a tie, neither player loses Life
and the active nemesis proceeds to his Experience phase.

Multiple Agents

Vanquished Nemeses

To resolve a battle against multiple agents, the player to the left
of the active nemesis adds each agent’s attribute value to a single
battle roll to create a single battle score for all agents. That player
follows all instructions on agent cards normally.

1. Discard Might Cards and Trophies: The nemesis discards all
of his Might cards and trophies.

If the active nemesis produces a higher battle score than the
agent’s battle score, he wins the battle, applies all rewards from all
participating agents, and claims those agents as trophies. If the
active nemesis produces a lower battle score than the agent’s battle
score, he loses the battle, loses one Life, applies all penalties from
all participating agents, and ends his Engagement phase.

3. Reset Life: The nemesis adjusts his Life dial to match the
starting Life value on his nemesis board.

If there is more than one agent on the space the active nemesis
occupies, he resolves a battle with all agents at the same time.

Additional Nemesis Rules
This section contains additional rules for nemeses.

Gaining Nemesis Levels

Each time a nemesis gains a level, he moves the level peg on his
level track one slot to the right. Then, he receives all level rewards
listed in the column on his nemesis sheet below the new position
of the level peg, starting with the reward on the top of the column
and proceeding downward.
A nemesis may gain a maximum of 9 levels. If he gains a level, but
has already reached level 9, he gains one infamy instead.
Most of the level rewards for nemeses match those found in the
Relic base game. The two level reward icons found only on the
nemesis sheets are as follows:
Nemesis Card: Draw one card from your Nemesis deck
and immediately resolve it.
Infamy: Gain 1 infamy.

If a nemesis’ Life is reduced to zero, he is vanquished. Each time a
nemesis is vanquished, he performs the following steps:

2. Lose Infamy: The nemesis loses half of his infamy, rounded up.

4. Relocate: The nemesis places his nemesis piece on his starting
location.
The nemesis keeps all other cards and tokens. Any nemesis tokens
on the game board or arsenal in his play area remain.

Playing Might Cards

Might cards are similar to the Power cards found in the base
game; however, only nemeses can use them. Might cards provide
a nemesis with one-time special abilities. Playing Might cards is
always optional. The text on a Might card indicates when a
nemesis can play the card, and the text also describes the special
ability the card provides.
Additionally, all Might cards feature a might
Avarice
number on the right side of the card. Immediately

during the
before a nemesis is required to roll a diePrepare
toPlay
make
for Battleastep.
If
your
opponent
movement, battle, or skill roll, he may declare
thatin this
he
battle is a character, add
Might
1
to
your
battle
score for
is playing a Might card instead. Each time
a
nemesis
each influence he has.
Number
uses a Might card instead of rolling a die, the might
number on the card is treated as a substitute for the die result. For
the purposes of special abilities and effects, when a nemesis uses a
Might card this way, it is equivalent to a die roll. A nemesis cannot
use more than one might number as a substitute for a single
movement, battle, or skill roll.

If a nemesis substitutes a die roll with a Might card, it can explode
following normal rules (see “Exploding Dice” on page 20 of the
Relic base-game rulebook). A nemesis can substitute additional
die rolls caused by an exploding die with a Might card.
When playing a Might card, the nemesis may use the might
number or the special ability; he may not use both. After a
nemesis uses a Might card, he must discard it. There is no limit to
the number of Might cards a nemesis may use during a turn.
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Clarifications

Support Bonuses

START

Enemies and agents can aid characters and nemeses during a
battle if they occupy the same space. When resolving a battle,
players must apply the following bonuses when necessary.

Enemy Threat Card Bonus

This section contains additional details for specific game effects
and situations.
Special Abilities
Master
Collector (Scenario Sheet)

Luxuria

Champion of Slaanesh

All spaces in the Inner tier that contain character tokens are
A nemesis adds 1 to his battle score during the “Determine Battle
treated as if they do not exist on the game board. Players cannot
Scores” step for each enemy Threat card on his space. This bonus
During the Determine Battle
additional tokens on those spaces, players do not count
applies when a nemesis participates in a battle against both agentsScoresplace
step, choose any
those
spaces
when moving during their Movement phase, and
character
and add
1 to your
and characters.
battle players
score for each
Corruption
do
not
use those spaces when resolving the text box in the
card he has.
Warp Rift. Therefore, if there is a character token on the Crone
Agent Imperium Card Bonus
Each World
time you win
a battle
Yllen
Satari and a player spends eight influence while
against a character, that
A character adds 1 to his battle score during the “Determine
resolving
the text box on the Warp Rift, that player skips both the
character
must draw
insteadand Chaos Titan Mals Furia spaces ending on the
Battle Scores” step for each agent Imperial card on his space. This 1 Corruption
Crone card
World
of losing Life.
bonus applies when a character participates in a battle against
Daemon World Braxas space.
Determine the combined
both enemies and nemeses.

Nemesis Bounty

Each time a character defeats a
nemesis in battle, that character
immediately receives the bounty
printed on that nemesis’ nemesis
sheet.

Each time a character draws a
Corruption card, gain 1 infamy.

total of influence among
all characters. Then, gain
1 infamy for every 4 influence.

Hulk of the Wayward Warrior (Scenario Sheet)

Each time a player is resolving the Confrontation section for
this scenario sheet, he may collect any enemy Threat cards he
as trophies. Each time he spends these trophies to gain
Startingvanquishes
Space: Foothills of Liliath
levels,
he
may
return them to their corresponding discard piles as
Cunning: 3
Life: 4
normal or he may return them back to the scenario deck as per
Nemesis Sheet Bounty text
the instructions on the scenario sheet.
Bounty: Draw 1 Wargear card.
You may purchase it for 1 less
influence than its printed cost,
to a minimum of 0.

Entering and Exiting the Middle Tier

If a nemesis ends his movement on one of the four corner spaces
in the Outer tier (Grey Knight Envoy, Battlefleet Antias, St. Antias’
Sanctuary, and Ultramar Emissary), he may spend 1 infamy or
discard 1 trophy, Might card, or arsenal to move to the nearest
corner space in the Middle tier. If a nemesis moves to the Middle
tier in this manner, he skips his Encounter and Engagement phase
during the turn in which he moved. A nemesis may also use the
movement box located on the Space Hulk space in the Middle tier
to move back to the Outer tier.

If there are no Threat cards in the scenario deck, a player simply
places one of his character tokens on the scenario sheet during his
Engagement phase.

Dark Alliance (Scenario Sheet)

The Dark Alliance scenario can only be played with an even
number of players.
There are only two Nemesis boards included in this expansion;
however, players can play the Dark Alliance scenario with six
players (three as nemeses). To do so, the third nemesis player
tracks his Life, attribute, level, infamy, and nemesis tokens by
other means, such as a pad of paper.

Eversor Assassin (Character)

All trophies possessed by the Eversor Assassin are treated as
assets, even by other players. As such, if a player wins a Cunning
skill duel against the Eversor Assassin, that player can take one of
the Eversor Assassin’s trophies as a reward
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Moarn Goreheart (Nemesis)

When using the Moarn Goreheart’s Berserker Rage card during
the Dark Alliance scenario, Moarn cannot move to a teammate’s
space. Therefore, for the purposes of this scenario, players
resolve the Bererker Rage card targeting the closest eligible (nonteammate) character.

Luxuria (Nemesis)

If Luxuria gives a Corruption card from her Nemesis deck to the
Ultramarines Captain or the Canoness, that character flips the
Corruption card facedown. Because Luxuria’s Corruption cards
have different card backs than cards from the Corruption deck,
keep track of these cards by placing them near other facedown
Corruption cards or by placing a character token on them as a
reminder.

Running out of cards

Whenever any of the decks of cards in this expansion are
exhausted, players should shuffle all cards in the corresponding
discard pile to create a new deck from which to draw from.

Threat card colour

The colour of a Threat card is always determined by the coloured
border on the front of that card, not by the card’s back.

Githellion Ath’Ulwei (Nemesis)

If a player is corrupted and must start a new character, Githellion
Ath’Ulwei does not gain infamy for the Corruption cards that
character must discard as a result of being corrupted.
If Githellion Ath’Ulwei gives a Vision Stone to the Storm Trooper
Sergeant, he may use his character ability and discard the Vision
Stone to add 2 to his battle roll. Additionally, he can discard it
during his Experience phase to make room for more assets.

Kineblades (Wargear Card)

Kineblades only gives a battle bonus for each Power card you
have. After a player plays a Power card, that player no longer has
that Power card. Thus, if a player has Kineblades and substitutes a
Power card for his battle roll, he does not add 1 to his battle score
from Kineblades for the played Power card.

Neuro Disruptor, Scissorhand, Chaos Chain Axe
(Wargear Card)

If a player uses the Neuro Disruptor, Scissorhand, or Chaos Chain
Axe and his dice explode reducing him to 0 Life, the player is
vanquished and immediately returned to the St. Antias’ Sanctuary
space following normal rules. He treats the battle as if it never
happened. The battle was neither won nor lost and all enemies
remain in their space.

Imperial Guardsmen Agent
(Imperium Card)

A nemesis must draw an Imperium card each time he resolves
Imperial Guardsmen agent.
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Specimen X
Little is known about Specimen X, save that it is a Tyranid
Broodlord of incomparable savagery and guile, and was the
tenth specimen catalogued by Inquisitor Arrius Balk during
his final expedition. Balk was thrilled to have collected a
living Broodlord, and his final transmission from aboard
the Cruiser Confero indicates that he planned to begin
experimenting on the creature immediately.
What happened next is unclear; what is known is that
Specimen X escaped, and after devouring the ship’s navigator,
it spent the next month methodically hunting the terrified
crew. When the wreck of the Confero was discovered, a
Deathwatch Kill-team was immediately dispatched, but no
sign of Specimen X—or Inquisitor Balk—could be found
among the dead and dying.
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Luxuria
Man is venal, man is corrupt, and above all, man is greedy!
No one knows this better than Slaanesh’s infamous pet,
Luxuria. When she first emerged from the Immaterium, she
was little more than a frenzied monster, fuelled by battle
lust and the sadistic ecstasy of inflicting pain. But something
strange happened—she didn’t die. For centuries, she survived
calamitous battles, Ecclesiarchal crusades, and even the
attentions of the Ordo Malleus... and as she spent more time
in the mortal realm, she became a more subtle and sinister
instrument of her master’s will.

The Kill-team pursued its quarry with typical zeal, dogging
Specimen X across the stars and hunting his brood to nearextinction... before disappearing without a trace.

Appearing to the eyes of mortals as a painfully, unsettlingly
beautiful woman, she has insinuated herself amid the
preening nobility and scheming merchants of the Antian
Sector. Whispering of wealth untold and playing on the egos
of powerful men—as well as quietly eliminating most of her
business rivals—Luxuria has acquired a substantial stake
in all of the sector’s key ventures, all while keeping one step
ahead of the Inquisition.

Recent reports from the Ordo Xenos indicate Specimen X
has re-emerged in the Antian Sector. If these reports are
to be believed, the entire sector is in unfathomable peril,
for Broodlords are the scouts and spearheads of Tyranid
invasions!

No one knows her true goals, but whatever game she’s
playing, she’s had years to arrange her pieces. It will take
unshakeable faith and keen wit to unravel her schemes. Take
care upon the hunt, however, for a cornered daemonette
fights with breathtaking fury...

Githellion Ath’ulwei
Once counted as one the deadliest warriors on craftworld
Alaitoc, Githellion Ath’ulwei found the rigid strictures of
Eldar society claustrophobic and abandoned his home to
wander the galaxy. Githellion lived for many years as an
Eldar outcast, prowling the infinite labyrinth of the Webway
at the helm of his Shadowhunter Frigate. During his travels,
he felt the ravenous hunger of Slaanesh clawing at his soul,
and grew to loathe the Chaos powers with an unbridled fury.
Many decades passed before destiny caught up with him.
Intervening in a pitched battle between an Eldar colony and
a mob of Ork raiders, Githellion witnessed the fury and
perfection of a Dire Avenger squadron in battle. Feeling the
touch of Asurmen himself guiding him, he devoted himself
to their temple. Over the many centuries that followed, he
became an immaculate embodiment of his Aspect, treading
so far down the Path of the Warrior that he can never return
to what he was.
Though he is no friend to the Imperium, Githellion will
sometimes spring to the aid of its mightiest heroes, bursting
from the Webway to do battle against a common foe.
Nevertheless, Githellion cannot truly be counted as an ally,
for his motivations are mysterious, and the Eldar have a plan
for the sector that is all their own.

Moarn Goreheart
The story of Moarn Goreheart is a tragic one. When the
mining colony of Kadron VII was raided by a small band
of World Eaters, Moarn’s entire family was butchered by
berserkers, and the sight of their mutilated bodies drove
him into a mindless fury. Laying into them with his vibropickaxe, he slew several of the warband’s ancient warriors
before their captain overwhelmed him.
Recognising the spirit of the Blood God in him, the captain
spared his life. Through the ensuing decades, he was trained
as a berserker, undergoing innumerable trials and absorbing
their Chaos-tainted geneseed, but never forgetting for an
instant the murder of his family.
At last, he was deemed worthy, and subjected to one last
ritual trial: the barbaric cybernetic procedure known as the
Butcher’s Nails. In an instant, all of Moarn’s anguish was
washed away as though it had never existed, replaced by
pure and unadultered rage.
With a scream of hate, he wrested the captain’s treasured
Bloodfeeder out of his hands and massacred his entire
warband. Amid the carnage, Moarn felt a savage joy unlike
anything he had ever felt before, and knew that he would be
in the thrall of that bloodlust until the end of his days.
Thus a man whose very life was rent asunder by Khorne
became his devoted servant. Now he turns his attentions to
the Antian Sector, seeking always the thrill of slaughter.
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Quick Reference
Nemesis Turn Sequence

During his turn, the active nemesis performs the following
four phases in order (see “The Nemesis Turn” on page 9
for more details):

Battles with Nemeses

Battles with nemeses are resolved using the following steps
(see “Nemesis Battles” on page 12 for more details):
1. Determine Battle Form
2. Prepare for Battle (Nemesis)
3. Roll Battle Die (Nemesis)
4. Prepare for Battle (Character)

1. Movement Phase: The active nemesis rolls one die
and moves his nemesis piece clockwise or
anticlockwise around the game board the exact
number of spaces equal to the die result.

5. Roll Battle Die (Agent/Character)

2. Exploration Phase: The active nemesis initiates a battle
against a character, draws one or more Imperium
cards, or draws one card from his Nemesis deck. A
nemesis does not read or interact with any text boxes
on the game board.

8. Apply Consequence

3. Engagement Phase: The nemesis resolves a battle
against a character, resolves the Imperium cards on the
space he occupies, or resolves a drawn Nemesis card.
4. Experience Phase: The active nemesis may spend
trophies to gain levels.

Imperium Card Resolution

If there are Imperium cards in the active nemesis’ space
during his Engagement phase, he resolves them in the
following order:

6. Determine Battle Scores
7. Determine Battle Result

Vanquished Nemeses

If a nemesis’ Life is reduced to zero, he discards all of his
Might cards and trophies and loses half of his infamy
(rounded up). Then, he resets his Life to his starting Life
value and moves to his starting space (see “Vanquished
Nemeses“ on page 13 for more details).

Skill Duels and Consequences

To resolve a skill duel, a player follows these steps (see “Skill
Duels” on page 4 for more details):
1. Determine Challenge Form
2. Set the Challenge Value
3. Make Defender Skill Roll
4. Apply Consequences

1. Resolve Events

–– Strength: The loser loses 2 Life.

2. Battle Agents

–– Cunning: The winner may steal 1 of the loser’s assets
(except relics).

3. Acquire Arsenal

Nemesis Level Reward Icons

–– Willpower: The winner looks at the loser’s hand of
Power cards and chooses to take either 1 of those
cards or 3 influence from the loser.
5. Steal Apostate Asset

Draw 1 card from your
Nemesis deck and
immediately resolve it.
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Gain 1 infamy.

6. Proceed to the Experience Phase

